
SEP 1 . 1976 JAW: If you taped "ark Pelt on ace the 'ration Sunday please hold the tape tempFarily. 
The local outlet said Kelley instead of Felt, I thought it was a rerun and didn t take the show in. Got busy and forget to write for a transcript. Reminded by a note from 
George Herman as ho was leave to restore the nerves so they can be frazzled again as soon 
as he is back. I've asked him to see if he can come up with a transcript. If he cannot 
and you do have the tape, Only when will I be interested...Staying busy with affidavit 
drafts in my campaign to get the DJ and FBI to out crime back on the streets where it 
belohgs and leaves us much safer...Ls you will gather if you have time to read the enclosed 
to Lesar, the sweeping precedent of the spectro remand is beginning to take hold. 
''iaybe we'll end incompetent affidavits that are supposedly perjury proof. Meanwhile, 
I'm lustily after those who believe it is immune. They are used to protection and:get a 
little careless. Jim willing, I'll be giving the judge a chance...Sit tight. Thi:S is not 
asling you to get in touch with .dal. The last address I have is 3454 Taraval,#6. Only 
if you know of a change would I like to know. A young friend has obtained some newly-
released FBI reports on and relevant to an old interest of halt s, one Arnold Lewis Kes-
sler, part of the kiexico story. I did not read them when he was were Sunday because he 
promised me copies. From the skimming I think it not impossible that Hal and friends may 
be able to identify an unexposed fink. So I'll want to send him copies...Aope the 
plumbing expert has continued to improve her time. At what she's worth....best, HW 8/31/76 


